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AI can help you, if…:

In news gathering:
Your newsroom regularly sorts through data to find specific events,

transcribes audio/video, or engages in fact-checking.

In news production:
Your newsroom regularly creates stories from structured data,

localises articles, or wants to convert text to audio.

In news distribution:
Your company wants to make better article recommendations, more 
relevant ads, or personalised landing pages.



Breaking news discovery:



Leverage the archives:



Propensity models:



Generative AI: new generation AI?

⃣



Multiple  products

⃣



A global survey of journalism and 
artificial intelligence

The 2023 JournalismAI report is based on a survey of 105 organisations in 46 
different countries regarding artificial intelligence and associated technologies. 

The 2019 report was based on a survey of 71 news organisations in 32 different 
countries



Most newsrooms have experimented with  
generative AI

Q31: Have you experimented with generative AI technologies, like ChatGPT or DALL-E, in your newsroom?



How Are Newsrooms Using AI?



❝We use them on a daily basis for… summarising articles, 
evaluating content quality, optimising SEO, and generating copy.❞

~ Spanish TV channel ~

❝We are using it but not to generate content. We have 
experimented with ChatGPT for analysing large swaths of data.❞

~ US-based Publishing Company ~

❝We’re working on a range of GPT-3/4 techniques for data 
extraction and code development.❞

~ US-based non-profit news site ~



Do you foresee more use of AI in your newsrooms

Four main areas for future AI 
integra1on were men1oned:

1. Fact-checking and disinforma5on 
analysis

2. Content personaliza5on and 
automa5on:

3. Text summariza5on and 
genera5on:

4. Using chatbots to conduct 
preliminary interviews and gauge 
public sen5ment on issues

Q8: Do you foresee the application of more AI-powered technologies in your newsroom in the near future? If so, can you please 
detail which one(s) and your estimated timeline?



The Most Pressing Challenges for AI Integration 
in the Newsroom

Around forty percent of  responses rated technical challenges and financial constraints as the most critical, followed by ethical and cultural almost 
equally, and lastly managerial at 12 percent



Do Generative AI Technologies Present New 
Opportunities?
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❝ I am very concerned about the generation of content 
without verification. The generative models that we 

currently have do not have a stage to verify their 
content and that is worrying.❞

We have already had some examples, even when we 
have done some tests, we have seen that there is a 

generation of random content, it is not even oriented 
towards something, but it directly obtains a solution 

that does not exist. ❞

~ Argentinian daily newspaper ~



Newsroom Concerns for AI’s Ethical Implications 
Include:

❏ Black boxed nature of AI systems and impact of algorithmic bias, especially on marginalised 
groups.

❏ Challenge of upholding journalistic values like transparency, accountability, accuracy.

❏ Further commercialising journalism and pushing misinformation.

❏ Leading to a decline in public trust in journalism.

❏ The rapid pace of AI development journalists can’t match creates an industry dependence.

❏ Exacerbating sustainability challenges, especially for less resourced newsrooms/ regions.



Newsroom Approaches to Ethical Concerns

❏ Be Transparent: A call on the designers of the AI systems (tech companies) 
and the adopters (newsrooms)  

❏ Build ethical guidelines and de-biasing techniques

❏ Adopt a ‘human in the loop’ approach

❏ Keep editorial tasks ‘AI-free’

❏ Collaborate with industry experts, newsrooms with similar challenges

Q27: How should journalism approach ethical concerns around AI? Are you employing de-biasing techniques to check for 
algorithmic fairness in your current AI-related activities? Who is involved in setting up these techniques?
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1⃣ Get informed. 
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Six Steps Towards an AI Strategy for News 
Organisations
1⃣ Get informed.  

2⃣ Broaden AI literacy.

3⃣ Assign responsibility. 

4⃣ Test, iterate, repeat. 

5⃣ Draw up guidelines.

6⃣ Collaborate and network.



Key Risks for news media 

1. General risks of AI that apply to all sectors: discrimina7on, disinforma7on, copyright, 
regula7on

2. General risks for news media: tech dependency, disintermedia7on, compe77on

3. Specific journalism risks: inaccuracy, threat to quality,  threat to business model, 
danger of being leA behind



Key opportunities

1⃣ Huge efficiency gains (eg coding)

2⃣ New tools to empower journalists (eg translaRon, reformaSng)

3⃣ New products and services for audiences (eg chatbots, personalisaRon)

4⃣ New ways to counter propaganda, bias and disinformaRon

5⃣ Resources freed up to allow more ‘human’ journalism such as invesRgaRons, 
specialist, human interest and real world reporRng
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